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PSRE263
KEYBOARD

$229
The ideal first keyboard for musicians who are just starting out, 

with hundreds of sounds to start you on your musical journey. 

Includes BONUS HPH50 headphones valued at $49.99 RRP*.

BONUS

P45B PORTABLE 
DIGITAL PIANO

$629
88 key weighted and graded action 

with authentic piano sound and onboard 

speakers. Optional L85 wooden stand 

available, $149.99 RRP.*

PSRE363 
KEYBOARD

$319
More sounds, more styles and more songs 

plus touch sensitive keyboard and melody 

suppressor. Includes BONUS HPH50 

headphones valued at $49.99 RRP.*

SMART PIANIST APP
Control all the functions of the P125 intuitively with the Smart Pianist app.

New model — now with expanded sounds plus bass and drum 

accompaniment. 88 weighted keys, graded action and onboard 

speakers. Compatible with Smart Pianist app. This is your  

personal piano. Optional L125 wooden stand ($149.99 RRP*)  

and LP1 3-pedal unit ($129.99 RRP*) available. Limited stock.

P125 
DIGITAL PIANO

$899

YAMAHA  
KEYS  
DIGITAL PIANOS

&



BONUS 
3-PEDAL 

UNIT

YDP143 DIGITAL PIANO 
$1,499
Pure CF sound engine and an 88 key weighted  

and graded action in a furniture style cabinet. 

Includes piano bench. Available in Black 

Woodgrain, Rosewood or White. Limited stock.

NP12 PIANO  
STYLE KEYBOARD

$289
Slim and lightweight, 61 key touch response keyboard with built-in 

speakers and 10 pre-set voices. NP32 with 76 keys and  graded soft 

touch action also available, $399.

YRS24B 
RECORDER
$10

DGX660 WITH
3-PEDAL UNIT
$1,399
88 key contemporary digital piano with 

weighted action, 554 voices, 205 styles, a 

mic input and recording capabilities. Includes 

stand with BONUS 3-pedal unit valued at 

$129.99 RRP.* Available in Black or White.

CHORD TRACKER
Transform your favourite 
tunes into song files on 
your DGX660 using the 
Chord Tracker app.



CS40 CLASSICAL  
GUITAR $165
3/4 size nylon string guitar 

for young learners.

GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299
Steel string folk guitar with a solid 

Sitka Spruce top, comes with gig bag 

and digital tuner. Available in Matte 

($299, pictured) or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310 
ACOUSTIC PACK $219
Steel string acoustic guitar with 

digital tuner, gig bag, picks, strings, 

capo, string winder and strap.

APX600 ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $399
Perfect on stage tone with a 

piezo pickup, thin body, cutaway 

and scale length for excellent 

playabilty. Limited stock.

APXT2 TRAVELLER 
GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic guitar 

with pickup and gig bag. Also available 

in Exotic Wood. Limited stock.

CSF1M COMPACT  
FOLK GUITAR $499
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany back and sides, 

piezo pickup for solid plugged in performance. Includes hard 

bag. All-solid CSF3M also available, $699. Limited stock.

FGX800C ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $449
Features a solid Sitka Spruce 

top with cutaway and pickup.

YAMAHA  
GUITARS 
AMPS & ACCESSORIES

Recommended by teachers, this full size classical 

guitar comes with a clip-on digital tuner.

GIGMAKERC40 
GUITAR PACK

$199



Includes Yamaha PAC012 guitar, VOX PATHFINDER10 

amp, VOX cable, digital tuner, strings, picks, strap and 

string winder. Available in Dark Blue Metallic, Red 

Metallic and Black (pictured). PATHFINDER10 also sold 

separately $109 (Bass version $129 pictured).

TRBX174EW 
BASS GUITAR
$319
Maple neck, split plus single-coil 

pickups with Exotic Wood top and 

Mahogany body. Available in Natural, 

Root Beer, Translucent Black and 

Tobacco Brown Sunburst (pictured). 

TRBX174 also available, $299.

Set neck construction with 

Rosewood fingerboard,  

Tune-o-matic bridge and ceramic 

humbuckers. Available in Black 

Steel, Ice Blue, Vintage White 

and Red Copper (pictured).

RS320
$499

MINI5 GUITAR AMP $199
11 amp models, 8 effects, 99 rhythm patterns,  

5 watts of power.  Can also be battery powered.

VT20X GUITAR AMP $249
20 watts of power, 8” speaker,  

11 amp models, 13 effects. 

AV15 GUITAR AMP $319
15 watt amplifier with 8” speaker,  

8 analogue pre-amp circuit voicings, 

chorus, delay and reverb effects.  

AV30 also available $449.

AC10C1  
GUITAR AMP $649
10 watts of classic VOX all-valve 

Top Boost tone, 10” Celestion 

speaker, reverb and master volume.

VOX MV50 $299
Half a kilo, 50 watts of power and equipped with 

Nutube. Available in AC, Clean, Classic Rock, 

Boutique, and High Gain. BC108 ($119) and BC112 

($399) speaker cabs for MV50 also availble.

LINE 6 RELAY G10 SYSTEM $279
Plug and play digital guitar wireless system that’s 

as easy to use as a regular cable. Relay G10-T 

transmitter also availabe separately for use with 

Spider V 60/120/240, $99.

TRBX174EW 
Limited stock

RS320 
Limited stock

VOX AMPS

GIGMAKER10  
ELECTRIC GUITAR PACK

$379
GUITAR 

COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

AMPLUG2 $59
Compact headphone amp with killer tones. Available 

in AC30, Classic Rock, Metal, Bass, Blues, Lead and 

Clean. AmPlug2 Cabinet also available, $59.

Designed to sound great right out of the box,  easy-to-use controls 

and compact size make it the ideal practice amp for any guitarist. 

Spider V 30 ($279) and Spider V 60 ($449) also available.

SPIDER V 20 $219

V845 VOX WAH $99
Classic VOX wah pedal.



CS40 CLASSICAL  
GUITAR $165
3/4 size nylon string guitar 

for young learners.

GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299
Steel string folk guitar with a solid 

Sitka Spruce top, comes with gig bag 

and digital tuner. Available in Matte 

($299, pictured) or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310 
ACOUSTIC 
PACK $219
Steel string acoustic guitar 

with digital tuner, gig 

bag, picks, strings, capo, 

string winder and strap.

APX600 ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $399
Perfect on stage tone with a piezo 

pick up, thin body, cutaway 

and scale length for excellent 

playabilty. Limited stock.

APXT2 TRAVELLER 
GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic 

guitar with pickup and gig bag. Also 

available in Exotic Wood. Limited stock.

CSF1M COMPACT  
FOLK GUITAR $499
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany back and 

sides, piezo pick up for solid plugged in performance. 

Includes hard bag. All-solid CSF3M also available, $699.

GIGMAKERC40 
GUITAR PACK $199
Recommended by teachers, this 

full size classical guitar comes 

with a clip-on digital tuner.

JR2 COMPACT 
GUITAR $199
Play this compact size 

steel string acoustic guitar 

anywhere you go. Gig bag 

included. 

NTX500 SLIM BODY 
NYLON $399
NTX500 is a modern designed 

electric-acoustic nylon string guitar 

with a thin body depth and a slim-

profile neck for easy playability 

which is perfect for playing Latin, 

Jazz, Pop or Rock music.

CG122M CLASSICAL 
GUITAR $359
The CG122’s solid Engelmann Spruce 

top delivers the more detailed and 

mature sound that advanced students and 

performers need. CGX122MSC ($499) 

and CG142S ($399) also available.

GL1 GUITALELE 
$119
Ukulele-sized 6 string Nylon 

guitar with carry bag.

YAMAHA  
ACOUSTIC GUITARS



FG820 ACOUSTIC 
GUITAR $399
FG820 features a solid 
Spruce top, new scalloped 
x-type bracing for a warm 
rich tone, and Mahogany 
back and sides. Left-handed 
version also available.

FG800 ELECTRIC-
ACOUSTIC GUITAR, $449 
FGX800C has a cutaway body and a 
pickup that fits perfectly in a mix, and 
an easy-to-see chromatic tuner, these 
guitars are the perfect support when 
you’re beginning to play live. FGX820C 
with Mahogany back/sides ($549) and 
FGX930C with Rosewood back/sides 
($699) also available.

FG TRANSACOUSTIC $799
World-renowned Yamaha FG series introduces 
TransAcoustic model with reverb and chorus effects built in 
to the body of the guitar, no amp required! Solid Spruce top 
with Mahogany back and sides. Listen, play, be inspired!

YAMAHA GUITARS

PAC012 ELECTRIC GUITAR, $249 (left) 
The first electric guitar of choice around the world  
for many years, PAC012 features a versatile sound 
with humbucker and two single-coil pickups and 
quality hardware.

PAC112J ELECTRIC GUITAR, $299 (right) 
The PAC112J is a fantastic step-up guitar for the 
beginner with a solid Alder body, 5-way switchable 
pickup configuration (bridge Humbucker, middle 
single coil and neck single coil) and diecast tuners. 
PAC112JL left-handed version ($299) and PAC112V 
with Alnico V pickups ($369) also available.

TRBX174EW BASS GUITAR, $319 (left) 
Maple neck, split plus single-coil pickups with Exotic 
Wood top and Mahogany body. Available in Natural, 
Root Beer, Translucent Black and Tobacco Brown 
Sunburst (pictured). TRBX174 also available, $299.

TRBX204 BASS GUITAR, $399 (centre) 
The TRBX204 features active electronics for a powerful 
and versatile sound, as well as a Maple neck, split 
plus single-coil pickups and chrome hardware.

TRBX304 BASS GUITAR, $549 (right) 
This bass guitar has Performance EQ active circuitry 
that gives instant access to the perfect sound for your 
playing style. 5-string TRBX305 also available, $649.

GIGMAKER10 ELECTRIC 
GUITAR PACK $379 
Includes Yamaha PAC012 
guitar, VOX PATHFINDER10 
amp, VOX cable, digital tuner, 
strings, picks, strap and string 
winder. Available in Dark Blue 
Metallic, Red Metallic (pictured) 
and Black. PATHFINDER10 also 
sold separately $109  
(Bass version $129).

GIGMAKER



BB234 BASS GUITAR, $449 (left) 
BB234 has a smaller body and neck for sleeker looks and 
improved comfort, more aggressive contours and classic BB 
styling. It has a solid Alder body, Maple neck, Rosewood 
fingerboard, and ceramic pickups. 5-string BB235 also 
available, $499.

BB434 BASS GUITAR, $649 (second from left) 
Featuring a six-bolt miter neck joint, the BB434 has a 
smaller body and neck for sleeker looks and improved 
comfort, more aggressive contours and classic BB styling. 
It has a solid Alder body, 5-piece neck, Rosewood 
fingerboard, and Alnico V pickups. 5-string BB435 also 
available, $699.

BB434M BASS GUITAR, $699 (second from right) 
Featuring a six-bolt miter neck joint, the BB434 has a 
smaller body and neck for sleeker looks and improved 
comfort, more aggressive contours and classic BB styling. It 
has a solid Alder body, 5-piece neck, Maple fingerboard, 
and Alnico V pickups. 5-string BB435 also available, $699.

BB734 BASS GUITAR, $899 (right) 
The BB for the working pro, the BB700 series features a 
versatile Alnico V active/passive pickup configuration, six-
bolt miter neck joint, Alder/Maple/Alder construction, and 
a convertible bridge. BB700 also has a 5-piece neck with 
Rosewood fingerboard. Bag included. 5-string BB735 also 
available, $999.

BB BASS GUITARS
RS320 ELECTRIC GUITAR, $499 (left) 
Set-neck construction with Rosewood fingerboard, T-O-M bridge and 
ceramic humbuckers. No nonsense, stripped-down, souped up and ready 
to rock, the RS320 is ready for whatever you can throw at it.

RS420 ELECTRIC GUITAR, $599 (second from left) 
Upgraded Alnico humbuckers, contoured body with Maple top and a dry 
switch for further tone shaping. Inspired by the café racer custom bike of 
‘60s London and Japanese engineering heritage, Revstar showcases the 
meticulous attention to detail, premium materials and fine craftsmanship of 
a stripped-down and tuned-up racer.

RS502T ELECTRIC GUITAR, $799 (second from right) 
The purist expression of the Revstar design concept. Mahogany body with 
Maple top, Mahogany Neck, custom aluminium floating tailpiece and 
Alnico P90 pickups. Inspired by the café racer custom bike of ‘60s London 
and Japanese engineering heritage, Revstar showcases the meticulous 
attention to detail, premium materials and fine craftsmanship of a stripped-
down and tuned-up racer. RS502 also available, $749.

RS720B ELECTRIC GUITAR, $1,149 (right) 
The style, feel, and sound of the RS720B is unmistakably classic, however, 
no detail has been left to blind tradition. From totally unique pickups voiced 
to match the Bigsby vibrato, to re-imagined inlays from a vintage Yamaha 
guitar and the beautiful hand-cut finish.

REVSTAR GUITARS

YAMAHA  
GUITARS



YAMAHA  
GUITARS

SPIDER V 20, $219 (left) 
Designed to sound great right out of the box,  easy-to-use controls and compact 
size make it the ideal practice amp for any guitarist.

SPIDER V 30, $279 (centre) 
30 watt amp that’s loaded with features, making it the perfect practice amp for 
guitarists wanting hundreds of amps and effects at their fingertips.

SPIDER V 60, $449 (right) 
Step up to a 60 watt amp with built-in looper that’s wireless ready! Just add 
a Relay G-10T transmitter ($99) to be cable free!. Spider V 120 ($569) also 
available and wireless ready. Just add Relay G10-T transmitter, $99.

SPIDER V AMPS

The small-sized THR delivers the huge sound you want at neighbour-friendly volumes.  
THR’s stereo sound along with the range of realistic effects including room-filling reverbs and 
delays revolutionises the practice amp. The included Steinberg’s Cubase AI software and 
USB connectivity enable you to easily record ideas as they come, along with AUX-out level 
control and can be battery or AC powered. THR10C and THR10X also available, $399 each.

THR10 
AMPLIFIER

$399

AMPLIFI 30 AMPLIFIER, $399 (left) 
AMPLIFi 30 is a compact stereo modelling guitar amp that delivers 
the award-winning AMPLIFi experience in a convenient tabletop 
package. Practice along with your favourite songs wirelessly via 
Bluetooth, and control every aspect of your sound and match tones 
from your music library with the intuitive AMPLIFi Remote app for iOS 
and Android. 

AMPLIFI TT DESKTOP AMP, $279 (right) 
AMPLIFi TT makes jamming, practicing and recording easier and 
more fun than ever! With AMPLIFi TT, you’ll always have an amazing 
guitar experience ready with over 70 guitar amps, 100 effects and 
20 speaker cabinets on board.  Instantly match the tones of your 
favourite guitarists, stream your music via Bluetooth, and more.

AMPLIFI AMPS

M5 STOMPBOX MODELLER, $199 (left) 
Supercharge your pedal board with a single stompbox! Save up to 24 presets 
for fast access to your favourites. Add an optional expression pedal to open up a 
world of sonic possibilities. Features 1/4” mono/stereo inputs and outputs, 1/4” 
expression pedal jack, true analogue bypass or DSP bypass, 5-pin MIDI in/out, 
24 preset locations, tap tempo and all-metal construction.

DL4 DELAY STOMPBOX, $399 (centre left) 
This is it, folks; the fabled “green box” that’s been igniting creativity, passion and 
sheer awe since Line 6 first released its digitally modelled marvels on the world in 
2000. Containing 16 models based on legendary echo and delay boxes.

FIREHAWK FX MULTI EFFECTS PROCESSOR, $599 (centre right) 
Firehawk FX combines world-class tone with intuitive wireless editing, so you can 
get the perfect sound faster than ever before. Choose from over 200 legendary 
amps and effects - including 50 HD models — and wirelessly control every detail 
of your sound.

POD HD500X MULTI EFFECTS PROCESSOR, $719 (right) 
POD HD500X delivers immense flexibility for your stage or studio set-up. 
Pro-grade footswitches feature bright red LED rings that are clearly visible 
from anywhere on stage. Assign multiple amp and effects parameters to the 
expression pedal and morph between sounds. Use your POD HD500X as a MIDI 
controller, audio interface, and centerpiece of your live rig. Features HD amp 
models, over 100 studio and stomp effects and L6 LINK and Variax connectivity.

LINE 6 EFFECTS

AMPS & EFFECTS



BONUS  
DRUM STOOL

STAGE CUSTOM
BIRCH  
PERFORMER PACK
$1,399

Legendary 100% Birch Stage 

Custom kit complete with 

hardware and BONUS 14” 

floor tom. Cymbals and stool 

not included. Limited stock.

Raven 
Black

Cranberry 
Red

Honey 
Amber

Pure 
White

Natural 
Wood

Performer 22”x17”B / 10”x7”T / 12”x8”T

  14”x13”F / 16”x15”F / 14”x5.5”S

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH OPTIONS

FP7210A $95
Chain drive single  

bass drum pedal. 

Limited stock.

DS550 DRUM 
STOOL $95
Stable and reliable 

drum stool.

DS750 DRUM 
STOOL $109
Extra stability  

and comfort.

DFP8500C 
$499
Double chain drive bass 

drum pedal. Limited stock.

CS865 $169
Professional double 

braced boom 

cymbal stand with 

hide-away boom 

arm, step free 

tilter and 3 tier 

height adjustment. 

CS665A compact 

double braced 

stand also 

available, $99.

YAMAHA  
DRUMS

RYDEEN
PACK

$999
Complete set-up for drummers. Includes 5 piece kit, hardware, sticks and 

Paiste ride, crash and hi-hat cymbals plus BONUS drum stool. Limited stock.

Euro   22”x16”B / 10”x7”T / 12”x8”T / 16”x15”F / 14”x5.5”S

Fusion    20”x16”B / 10”x7”T / 12”x8”T / 14”x13”F / 14"x5.5”S

RYDEEN PACK OPTIONS

Black 
Glitter

Burgundy 
Glitter

Hot 
Red

Silver 
Glitter

Fine 
Blue

Mellow 
Yellow

BONUS

DRUM HARDWARE



BONUS

PST5 UNIVERSAL 
SET $479
Step up medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

BONUS

PST7 UNIVERSAL 
SET $579
Advanced medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

BONUS

PST8 UNIVERSAL 
SET $649
Premium medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

DTX402K 
PLUS PACK

$649
Get your drumming journey on the right track with 

Yamaha’s new DTX402K electronic drum set plus 

package. Loaded with 415 amazing new stereo voices, a 

redesigned rack system for positioning flexibility and rock 

solid stability, plus 10 built-in training functions. Complete 

with quality Yamaha stereo headphones, drum sticks and 

drum stool. DTX452K Plus Pack also available, $899.

DTX522K 
PLUS PACK

$1,299
Next level DTX kit with a massive library of top quality sounds, 

3 zone chokeable cymbal pads and the ultra-realistic feel of 

an 8” 3 zone textured silicone snare. Complete with quality 

Yamaha stereo headphones, drum sticks and drum stool.

EXTRA DTX CYMBAL PCY95AT $99  
Additional cymbal for your DTX452K or DTX522K.

PAISTE 
CYMBALS

BONUS

BONUS

PST3 UNIVERSAL  
SET $279
Starter medium weight  

14” hi-hats, 16” crash, 

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

BONUS

EAD10 ELECTRONIC 
ACOUSTIC DRUM MODULE

$599
Transform you entire drum kit into a powerful electronic-

acoustic hybrid with sampled sounds and studio quality digital 

effects. Every drummer needs one of these for practicing, 

performing or live performance.

START YOUR OWN YOUTUBE CHANNEL 
WITH THE FREE REC ‘N’ SHARE APP!



BONUS

BONUS

RYDEEN DRUM KIT IN EURO 
OR FUSION SIZES $999
Includes 5 piece kit in Euro or Fusion sizes, 

double-braced hardware and Paiste ride, crash 

and hi-hat cymbals plus BONUS drum stool.

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
PERFORMER PACK $1,399
With 100% birch shells and 700 series hardware.

Package includes 10”x7” and 12”x8” toms, 16”x15” 

floor tom, 22”x17” bass drum, 14”x5.5” snare and 

BONUS 14” floor tom. Cymbals sold separately.

DTX522K PLUS PACKAGE $1,299
Next level DTX kit with top quality sounds and the  

ultra-realistic feel of an 8” 3 zone textured silicone 

snare. Includes kick pedal, drum stool, sticks and 

HPH50 headphones.

DTX402K PLUS PACKAGE $649
Powerful but easy to use electronic drum kit with 415 

voices, built-in training functions and a dedicated 

iOS/Android app. Comes with Yamaha drum stool, 

sticks and HPH50 headphones. DTX452K Plus 

Package also available, $899.

DT50K KICK 
TRIGGER $99
Attach the DT50K to your 

bass drum to transmit playing 

signals to your DTX trigger 

module to create a powerful 

hybrid drum kit. DT50S 

Snare/Tom trigger also 

available, $99.

PCY95AT  
CYMBAL PAD $99
Add an additional cymbal 

pad to your DTX452K or 

DTX502 series kit with the 

PCY95AT. Mounting clamp, 

arm and cable included.

YAMAHA DRUMS

Transform you entire drum kit into a powerful 

electronic acoustic hybrid with sampled 

sounds and studio quality digital effects.

EAD ELECTRONIC 
ACOUSTIC 
DRUM SYSTEM
$599



14” X 5.5” STAGE CUSTOM 
STEEL SNARE DRUM, $199

HS740A HI-HAT 
STAND, $159
HS850 ($199) and HS1200D 

($399) also avaialable.

CS665A BOOM 
STAND, $99
CS755 ($119) and CS865 

($169) also available.

SS740A SNARE 
STAND, $89
SS850 ($129) and SS950 

($169) also available.

DS550 DRUM 
STOOL, $95
DS750 ($109) and DS840 

($209) also available.

FP7210A, $95 

Chain drive single bass 

drum pedal.

DFP8500C, $499  

Double chain drive bass drum pedal.

BONUS

PST5 UNIVERSAL 
SET $479
Step up medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS  

18” crash.

BONUS

PST7 UNIVERSAL 
SET $579
Advanced medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS  

18” crash.

BONUS

PST8 UNIVERSAL 
SET $649
Premium medium weight

14” hi-hats, 16” crash,

20” ride and BONUS  

18” crash.

YAMAHA HARDWARE

Starter medium weight 14” hi-hats, 16” crash, 

20” ride and BONUS 18” crash.

PST3 UNIVERSAL SET
$279

PAISTE CYMBALS



Lightweight, portable speakers that deliver powerful, high-quality 
sound with an unmatched economy of transport and setup time.

DBR10, $649 
10” low frequency driver, 1” high frequency driver,  
700 watts of power, 129dB SPL.

DBR12, $749 
12” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency   
driver, 1,000 watts of power, 131dB SPL.

DBR15, $849  
15” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency  
driver, 1,000 watts of power, 132dB SPL.

DBR POWERED SPEAKERS
MG06X, $189 
6 channels, 2 D-PRE mic pre-amps, SPX digital effects.

MG10XU, $299 
10 channels, 4 D-PRE mic pre-amps, 1 AUX / FX bus, 
1-knob compressors, SPX digital effects, USB audio 
interface. Includes Steinberg Cubase AI.

MG12XU, $489 
12 channels, 6 D-PRE mic preamps, 2 group buses, 
2 AUX / FX buses, 1-knob compressors, SPX digital 
effects, USB audio interface.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
MG06  $169 
MG10  $239 
MG10XUF  $399 
MG12  $419 
MG12XUK  $399 

MG SERIES MIXERS

DXR8, $999 
8” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency 
driver, 1,100 watts of power, 129dB SPL.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
DXR10  $1,099 
DXR12  $1,199 
DXR15  $1,299

DXR POWERED 
SPEAKERS

DXS12MKII POWERED 
SUBWOOFER, $1,249 
12” low frequency driver, 
band-pass design, 1,020 
watts of power, 134dB SPL. 
DXS15mkII ($1,349) and 
DXS18 ($2,099) also available.

DXS POWERED SUBS

STAGEPAS 400BT PA 
WITH BLUETOOTH, $999 
400W portable PA system, 
8 channel powered mixer, 
2 x 8” speakers, Bluetooth 
audio connectivity. STAGEPAS 
600BT also available, $1,399.

HPH-MT5, $159 
Lightweight, closed back studio monitoring 
headphones. HPH-MT7 ($199) and  
HPH-MT8 ($249) also available.

HPH HEADPHONES

XD-V35 DIGITAL WIRELESS SYSTEM, $399 
Reliable interference free Line 6 digital wireless system with hand held 
mic for vocals. Featuring 4 mic models that allow you to choose the 
right sound for your unique voice. Also available as lavalier system.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
XD-V35L  $399 
XD-V75  $699 
XD-V75HS-BL $699 
XD-V75HS-TAN $699 
XD-V75L  $699

XD-V WIRELESS

MG16  $599 
MG16XU  $679 
MG20  $849 
MG20XU  $949

STAGEPAS

YAMAHA & LINE 6 PRO AUDIO



UR12, $139 
USB audio interface with iPad connectivity, one instrument  
input and an outstanding D-PRE mic pre-amp.

UR22mkII, $199 
USB audio interface with MIDI in/out and 2 D-PRE 
mic pre-amps. Full iPad/Mac/PC support.

UR22mkII RECORDING PACK, $399 

Offers everything you need to start producing songs on 

your computer or iPad. Audio interface, studio condenser 

microphone, monitor headphones, cables and Steinberg 

Cubase AI recording software are all included!

UR-RT2 AUDIO INTERFACE, $499 

USB audio interface with MIDI I/O, two D-PRE mic preamps, 

switchable Rupert Neve Designs transformers, onboard DSP and 

latency-free monitoring with effects. Full iPad/Mac/PC support.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
UR242 AUDIO INTERFACE $269 
UR28M AUDIO INTERFACE $549 
UR44 AUDIO INTERFACE $399 
UR824 AUDIO INTERFACE $1,149 
UR-RT4 AUDIO INTERFACE $849

STEINBERG UR SERIES

AG03 MIXER INTERFACE, $189 
3-channel mixer with USB audio 
interface and 1-touch effects. AG06 
Mixer Interface also available, $249.

YAMAHA 
AG MIXERS

Powered nearfield studio monitors designed to reproduce the most honest, 

precise reference possible.

HS5, $299 5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 70W power.
HS7, $369 6.5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 95Wpower.
HS8, $469  8” woofer, 1” tweeter, 120W power.
HS8S Sub, $549  Powerful 150W subwoofer with an 8” driver.

HS SERIES MONITORS
HS8S Sub

HS8
HS7

HS5

CUBASE PRO 9.5, $849.99 
Used by star producers and musicians 
for composing, recording, mixing and 
editing music, Cubase Pro 9.5 combines 
outstanding audio quality, intuitive 
handling and a collection of highly 
advanced audio and MIDI tools. Cubase 
Elements 9.5 ($149.99) and Cubase 
Artist 9.5 ($499.99) also available.

STEINBERG 
CUBASE

Redefining the gold standard in scoring software, 

Dorico Pro 2 combines musical intelligence, intuitive 

workflows, impeccable output and world-class 

audio in one awesomely powerful, professional 

package. Dorico Elements 2 ($149) and Dorico Pro 

2 Crossgrade ($449) also available.

STEINBERG 
DORICO PRO 2

$849

STUDIO
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Lightweight, portable speakers that deliver powerful, high-quality 
sound with an unmatched economy of transport and setup time.

DBR10, $649 
10” low frequency driver, 1” high frequency driver,  
700 watts of power, 129dB SPL.

DBR12, $749 
12” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency   
driver, 1,000 watts of power, 131dB SPL.

DBR15, $849  
15” low frequency driver, 1.4” high frequency  
driver, 1,000 watts of power, 132dB SPL.

DBR POWERED SPEAKERS

l ivingmusicyamaha.com.au

Powered nearfield studio monitors designed to reproduce the 

most honest, precise reference possible.

HS5, $299 5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 70W power.
HS7, $369 6.5” woofer, 1” tweeter, 95Wpower.
HS8, $469  8” woofer, 1” tweeter, 120W power.
HS8S Sub, $549  Powerful 150W subwoofer with an 8” driver.

HS SERIES MONITORS

STEINBERG UR22MKII 
RECORDING PACK
$399
Offers everything you need to start producing songs 

on your computer or iPad. Audio interface, studio 

condenser microphone, monitor headphones,  

cables and Steinberg Cubase AI recording software 

are all included!

UR12, $139 
USB audio interface with iPad connectivity, one 
instrument input and an outstanding D-PRE mic pre-amp.

UR22mkII, $199 
USB audio interface with MIDI in/out and 2 D-PRE 
mic pre-amps. Full iPad/Mac/PC support. Limited stock.

STEINBERG UR SERIES

STAGEPAS 400BT  
PA WITH BLUETOOTH

$999
400W portable PA system, 8 channel 

powered mixer, 2 x 8” speakers, Bluetooth 

audio connectivity. STAGEPAS 600BT also 

available, $1,399.

MG06X, $189 
6 channels, 2 D-PRE mic pre-amps, SPX digital effects.

MG10XU, $299 
10 channels, 4 D-PRE mic pre-amps, 1 AUX / FX bus, 
1-knob compressors, SPX digital effects, USB audio 
interface. Includes Steinberg Cubase AI.

MG12XU, $489 
12 channels, 6 D-PRE mic preamps, 2 group buses,  
2 AUX / FX buses, 1-knob compressors, SPX digital effects, 
USB audio interface. Includes Steinberg Cubase AI.

MG SERIES MIXERS

HS8S Sub

HS8
HS7

HS5
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